16 August 2019

GRADE 9 SOCIAL

A NIGHT IN VEGAS

by Stella Baker

PULLING IT OFF
The fantastic experience the Grade
9s had on Friday 16 August does not
just miraculously occur. It takes
planning, organising and then a
whole lot more planning.
In the beginning of the term, under
the guidance of Ms Davids, we
created the Grade 9 social
committee. Second break
meetings, after school get togethers
and many late evenings of
organization lead to the finalization
of the dance.

OWN THE NIGHT
Every committee member helped
and contributed and, ultimately,
that was what led to the Grade 9s
having such a great time on the
evening.
Our choices around the theme, the
decor and the food all reflected
what we knew would appeal to
them

RHENISH MEETS
VEGAS

We had a long balloon arch
extending to the doors of the hall
and inside were delicious donuts,
popcorn, pizzas and cool drinks.
The quad was decorated with
cocktail chairs and tables and
lounge sofas for extra comfort.
There were lights blinding everyone
and the music was pumping
through what felt like the whole of
Rhenish.

RHENISH MEETS
VEGAS

We started setting up the hall at the
end of the school day and it took
most of our Friday to get it looking
just right. Everyone was willing to
put in a lot of effort to achieve an
amazing social. The hall was
decorated from the foyer, to the
stage in complete Las Vegas
themed decorations.

CHIC FASHION &
CHICK FUN
It was amazing to see how everyone
interpreted the theme into their
outfits and everyone looked so
stunning!
After all the thought and planning,
it was so great to see everyone and
their dates having fun and dancing
the night away.
The Grade 9s will not forget this
night soon!

